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SURVIVORS' STORIES OF THE SINKING OF THE CANADIAN CORVETTE WEYBURN

Behind the sinking in the North African operations of

HMCS Weyburn, whose loss with her captain and six members of

her crew was announced by the Minister of National Defence for

Naval Services, the Hon. Angus L. Macdonald, on March 9th, lies

the story of how Canadian seamen mot disaster with cool courage

rising ad times to sheer heroism. From the survivors themselves

the story was gained by a Canadian Naval Press Officer, and is

herewith presented.

(By Lieutenant-Commander E.H. Bartlett, RCNVR)

Gibraltar,.... How three men sacrificed their lives in a vain effort to rescue the

commanding officer of HMCS "REYBURN", as the Canadian corvette was slipping beneath

the Waters of theMediterranean, due to enemy action, was unfolded among many stories

of heroism, with the arrival of the survivors at this base.

The sinking of "WEYBURN" with a loss of seven of the crew including the captain,

was announced at Ottawa this week by Minister of National Defence for Naval Services,
Hon. Angus L. Macdonald. Sixty-three of the crew survived. The Naval statement

said an explosion destroyed the corvette, whose sinking was the second reported among

17 Canadian corvettes despatched to the Mediterranean last fall. Destruction of the

corvette "LOUISBURG" by aerial,action, with the loss of 38 lives was announced last

month. To offset these losses there was also announced the sinking of three enemy

submarines in the Mediterranean by the Canadian corvettes "VILLE do QUEBEC", "PORT

ARTHUR” and "REGINA”.

"WEYBURN" met her end as she set course for the United Kingdom with six weeks of

fighting in the Mediterranean behind her. On the bridge her captain, Lieutenant-

Commander Thomas Rake Golby, RCNR of Victoria, BC., was hurled to the deck by the

blast and knocked unconscious. A Seaman on lookout duty was thrown across the bridge,
to lie inert until the ship sank. The navigating officer had his head injured. The

others on duty were more or less injured, but none, fortunately, seriously.

Had Sub-Lieutenant Wilfred Bark, RCNVR, of Montreal not delayed his departure
because he wanted, to help his captain as he had. helped save a score of the crew, he

might have been alive today. When he finally left his chance for life had passed.
He was last .seen clinging to a line from the rescue destroyer a few seconds before

the underwater explosion, which signalled the end of the corvette, took his life.

With him to the Captain t s aid went Sub-Lieutenant J.R.W. Lydekker, RNR., who was

talcing passage in "WEYBURN” and Stoker Petty Officer Sidney F. Day, RN of the

rescue destroyer. All three perished*

The example of self sacrifice set by these men and by the captain who stood

by to the end typified the spirit of the crow of HMCS "WEYBURN” and of the men of

the rescue destroyer.
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Groped Their Way through Steam

Through scalding steam the engineers and stokers groped their way to the deck.

With the exception of one, who was killed instantly, all were able to do so although

one, Stoker Maurice Savoie, RCNVR., Kapuskasing, Ontario, died in hospital.

At the corvette's stern two of her crew (S.A. Fred Dixon, RCNVR., of London,

Ontario; and Tel. Wm. White, RCNVR., of Winnipeg) were off duty. They found them-

selves hurled over the rail and swimming for their lives with the corvette still

drawing away from them. A broken, shattered Carley float, after interminable minutes
floated within their reach. To it they clung until they were rescued.

The majority of Weyburn's crew were between decks, for the corvette met her fate

shortly before the change of watch, while those not actually on duty were about to eat.

In the mess decks every light went out. Steam pipes leading through the mess

decks to the forward winch ripped open at their flanges. In the darkness and through
the steam the men made their way to the open deck. Many of them were injured, either

with ankles and knees wrenched or broken, or by cuts and gashes when they were thrown

from their feet. Every one, however, was able to escape from the mess decks.

Two of the officers off watch below (Lieut. Pat Milsom, RCNVR., of Toronto, and

Sub. Lieut. Bark) were asleep in their bunks in the cabin they shared.

Confidential Books Destroyed

"Get cracking, this is it!" one shouted to the other, and the pair of them,

practically thrown from their bunks, headed for the companionway to the deck above.

The companionway was riven and twisted, but still negotiable. The doorway at its head,

however, was almost closed by the caved in bulkheads, but there was still room for

them to worn their way through.

On deck, officers and crew had swung into action as coolly and as competently as,
shortly before, they had swung into action against enemy aircraft, and in one attack,

brought two bombers crashing down into the sea.

The two officers reported to the bridge. There they helped revive the captain
before they carried on with their immediate duties. Even the bridge was shrouded

in steam, escaping from the tom away siren pipe. The First Lieutenant, Lieut.

W. A. B. Garrard, RCNVR., of Victoria, ordered the destruction of the confidential

books, which task was carried out by Leading Signalman Leonard W. Murray, RCNVR., of

Toronto. It was the work of only a few seconds, Lieut. Milsom dropped from the

bridge to the forward gun platform where the men from the mess decks were mustering.

Many of them were without lifebelts and he and Coder T. Hind, RCNVR, of Calgary, went

aft to the lifebelt lookers close to the funnel to get a full supply, as the captain
ordered "Abandon Ship."

"When I came back," said Lieut. Milsom, "I found that many of the men had already
given their own belts to those of the others who were injured or were not strong
swimmers. It was just like them, thinking of the other fellow first."

A Royal Navy destroyer had, in the meantime, drawn close to the corvette. It

was hoped that Weyburn could be salvaged,and preparations were inhand forward, under

the First Lieutenant, for towing.

Only One Seaboat Left

While this was being undertaken, Sub-Lieutenant Lydekker, with Leading Seaman

W. F. Maskell, RCN., of Jedore Bay, NS., and A.B. D.M. McGaw, RCNR., of Kincardine,
superintended the lowering of Weyburn’s remaining seaboat (the other had been

shattered by the explosion) and, although davits and guys were twisted and jammed,
succeeded in getting the boat into the water. Lieut. Milsom, with O.D. Daniel Tanzey,

RN., went aft to make the depth charges safe.
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Meanwhile, at the stern of the corvette, one of the Carley floats was being launched.

E.R.A. Clifford Neil Potter, RCNVR, of Ottawa, had just been awakened to prepare to

go on watch when he was practically thrown from his bunk. Grabbing his life-belt, he

raced for the deck and his abandon ship station
...

in charge of the Carley float. With

him was a watch-mate, Stoker Petty Officer John P. McNeil, RCNR, of Halifax.

They found the corvette's deck shattered. Her funnel was almost gone, half of it

had been peeled off "like a banana skin", as they described it. Oil was flooding every-

where, for the ex-plosion had opened up the bunkers and sent their contents high into

the sky, to fall back again onto ship and the sea. Near the funnel lay Stoker Petty
Officer Tom Baxter, RCNVR, of Penetang, his leg broken and gashed, helpless. His foot

was jammed by on oil drum.

"Get me a lifebelt, Jack" he called to McNeil, "my leg’s gone and I can’t move.

Guess I’ll have to stay,"

He was given ready assurance that there would be no question of him "staying" and,
for that natter, he was the first care of his two ship-mates after he had been freed by
Sick Berth Attendant Janes McPhail, RCNVR, of Maissoneuve, Quebec, who cut his boot away
to release his leg. When the raft was launched Baxter was the first to be placed on board.

A Lucky "Breather"

The escape of another man to the float was one of these lucky chances by which men’s

fates are sometimes decided.

Ldg. Stoker George Miller, RCNVR, of Morden, Man., was on watch but had come on

deck for a short breather (the usual custom in corvettes) leaving his watchmate, Stoker

Maurice Savoie, RCNVR, of Kapuskasing, below. A short time before it had been Savoie’s

"turn" for a breather. A little later, had not the explosion occurred, Miller would

have been below again, and Savoie on deck. As fate willed it Miller escaped with minor

injuries Savoie was so seriously injured that, although he was brought to shore,
he died shortly after admittance to hospital.

The Carley float's crew mustered gradually at their station. Some were injured ~,

L.T.O. Harry O'Keefe, RCNVR., of Hamilton; Chief E.R.A. Paul Vaudrey, RCNR, of Vancouver;
Stoker Reg Boucher, RCNVR, Ottawa. To the float, too, came trotting "Posh" - Weybum's
cocker spaniel mascot. He was covered in oil but was successfully placed on the float

where, until picked up by a rescue ship, he was passed from arm to arm by his fellow

survivors. There was never a whimper from him.

Twelve men and a dog crowded the float, which was still secured to the corvette by
its long painter. At the stern of the corvette Lieut. Milsom cast a quick glance over

them.

"Right you are, boys," he called, "off you go and good luck!" With that, he cast

off the painter and the life-saving float drifted slowly from the ship as he went back

toward the bridge to continue his duties.

Shortly afterward the float held a thirteenth nan, with Weyburn's coxswain, C.P.O.

T. Lavoie, RCNR, of Quebec, being pulled on board after he had swum from the ship.

Captain Goes Down with his Ship

Slowly the distance between the float and the corvette widened. The men could see

the Royal Navy destroyer and saw her secure to the corvette's side. The rescue work was

swift but, before it could be completed, Weyburn, which had been under a considerable

list, was seen to resume even keel.

"And then", said one of the survivors on the float, "we saw her bow going up. The

captain was on the bridge, we could see him hanging on to the rail. The bow went higher

and our ship started to sink by the stern. It was quick, damn quick. The captain raised

one arm and waved to us, guess he was waving ’good-bye'. And then he and the ship were

gone,"

Far away as they were, they still felt the explosion from beneath the water which marked

Weyburn's passing. It was an explosion which made itself felt in the destroyer so

severely that she was unable to continue her rescue work, although her efforts on behalf

of Weyburn's crew already on board her were not relaxed.
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On the float, the men waited confidently for their rescue. "There were men

still in the water," one of the survivors explained, "and we didn't know how many

were dead. We didn't feel much like talking, even, and certainly not like singing."

Praise for Rescue Work of R.N.

Then another rescue ship approached. "I'll take off my
hat to the R.N."

declared one of the survivors, "they came up quickly, And when we got on hoard they
rubbed us free of oil and looked after us to the limit,"

While the after crew were thus making their escape, the forward crew was being
rescued by the destroyer which had come alongside until her forecastle was kissing
that of the corvette and Weybum's men, under the direction of the First Lieutenant,
the navigating officer, Lieut. G. H. Doty, RCNR., of Yarmouth, and Sub, Lieut. Bark.

Many of the injured required assistance and Lieut, Doty, although suffering from a

severe head gash, was seen leading in this work.

Weyburn's last moments were passing quickly. Sluggishly she came to even keel,
her decks almost level with the water. All the ratings forward were aafely in the

destroyer, and Lieut. Garrard prepared to follow them. As he did so the ships
rolled together, pinning one of his legs so that it had to be amputated in the

destroyer. His crew record, with pride, that he refused to receive any attention

until all of the men who were injured were first treated.

When he left the corvette followed by Lieut. Doty, only the captain, Sub. Lieut.

Bark, Lieut. Milsom and the still unconscious, possibly dead, lookout on the bridge

remained on board. In the waist of the corvette Lieut. Milsom looked to the bridge
and signalled to the captain that the last boat was clear and saw the captain, in

the wing of the bridge, turn and go forward. Looking to the destroyer the captain

yelled "Good luck” to her and those of his crew on board.

Efforts to Save the Captain

The sea by now was almost up to WEYBURN'S rail and Milsom slid overboard and

swam to the seaboat, He had just gained it, and was hoisting himself on to the stem,

when he saw that Sub. Lieutenant Bark, instead of abandoning ship, was going toward

the bridge to the captain. Prom the destroyer too, Stoker Petty Officer Day, leaped

to the corvette's deck to assist her captain, prom the corvette's seaboat Sub.

Lieutenant Lydekker started to swim back to join in the triple rescue effort.

YYEYBURN's bows started to rise as her stern sank. As they got higher and higher

Sub, Lieutenant Bark clambered to the rail and leapt for the destroyer. Stoker Petty

Officer Day was not seen again until he was picked up, unconscious, by a second

rescue ship in which he died.

Swiftly, stern first, YTEYBURN sank.

A few seconds later there came the tremendous under-water explosion. The sea-

boat, from which Milsom had been watching to see if his friend, Bark, reached safety,

was thrown into the air, capsizing as it came back to the surface, Milsom found

himself straddling the upturned hull, with survivors swimming back to the boat. Of

Bark, Sub, Lieutenant Lydekker, and Petty Officer Day, he could see nothing.

A whaler from the destroyer picked him up with other survivors.

The rescue ships brought the survivors to Gibraltar, where most were admitted to

hospital. Within a few days, however, the majority of them were fully recovered,

ready and waiting for their return to Canada,

NAVY OFFICE OF CANADA
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NOTES ON THE WEYBURN AND HER PERSONNEL

H.M.O.S. Weyburn was one of the first Canadian corvettes to take part in

the African campaign* She had withstood countless aircraft attacks, on one night

being attacked by eighteen waves of high level and torpedo bombers. She was

officially credited with one Heinkel bomber and an assist on the shooting down of

another, in addition to many which had come under the fire of her guns and which

were probably so severely damaged that they could not have returned to their bases.

Unless, however, a ’plane is seen to crash, it is not officially counted as a kill.

The first bomber was shot down by Weyburn' s four inch gun, a direct hit being scored.

A Naval funeral at sea was accorded Stoker Maurice Savoie, RCNVR, He was

buried off Europa Point, which, more than a century ago, saw similar burials at

sea of many of Nelson' s men who had lost their lives in the Battle of Trafalgar,
Stoker Petty Officer Stanley Day of the Royal Navy who had sacrificed his life in

a vain effort to help save Weyburn’s captain, was buried with him. Shipmates of

the two men were the mourners, A Royal Marine bugler sounded the Last Post,

E.R.A. H.W. Coley, RCNVR, of Winnipeg, on duty in the engine-room, was

stunned when thrown across the deck. Stoker (l) Reg. Boucher, RCNVR, of Ottawa,

helped him to safety, although the engine-room was flooding rapidly and it appeared

both would be trapped. Both made the Carley float.

A correctly lashed hammock can be used as a raft, and will keep a man afloat

indefinitely, seamen are told when first joining the Navy, A number of Weyburn ’s

crew can testify to the truth of this. One of their number, Leading Seamen W.

Maskell, of Jedore, went back to the mess dock and passed a number of hammocks above

to be thrown overboard, A.B. Andrew Dumais, RCN, of Holliday, Quebec, Leading

Sig. Murray and Stoker (l) W.R. Mahone, RCNVR, Toronto, found safety by clinging

to two of these hammocks.

O.D. Walker Charbonneau, RCNVR, of Ottawa, asked that one fact be included

in the report of Weyburn’s loss, "I was thrown out of the sea-boat and could not

get back to her," he said, "Lieut. Milsom came after me and brought me in." Milsom,

incidentally, was on an Olympic swimming team before the war*

So intense was the underwater explosion that Weyburn’s anchor, weighing more than

a ton, was wrenched from its cable and thrown high in the air. Hurtling over the

destroyer ’s bridge and funnel, it landed on her deck. Smaller articles demonstrated

the force of the blast. A wrist watch was blown from the arm of Tel. W. White,

although his arm was unhurt, Stoker E. Martin RCNR, of Halifax, and A.B. Andy Dumais,
found their lighters were flattened.

Ordinary Signalman Francis McCarthy, RCNVR, of Mimico, Ont, suffering leg injuries,

was one of those clinging to the upturned seaboat. A.B. Albert Smith, RCNVR, of Toronto,

was also injured and suffering from exhaustion. Smith lapsed into unconsciousness, but

Signalman McCarthy held him safely above water.

A.B. Archie J. Cameron, RCN, of Melville, was one of the gunners in H.M.C.S.

Assiniboine when she sank a submarine last year. As efficiently as he then manned

his gun, on this occasion he helped in getting away the after float.

Stoker G. Poapst RCNVR, of Winnipeg, with Stoker (I) Mahon, went below to get a

supply of lifebelts, Poapst got four, - each of which he gave away, finally

swimming himself without a belt. He was saved.

On the bridge of Weyburn was an upper chart-house some seven feet high.
The Navigating Officer, Lieut. G.H. Doty, was thrown high into the air by the

first explosion and came on to the roof of the chart-house. His head was severely

gashed.

NAVY OFFICE OF CANADA
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